KLINE GALLAND HOME  •  (206) 722-0850 7500 Seward Park Ave S., Seattle  Recognized as one of the finest eldercare facilities nationally, KGH delivers compassionate, comprehensive personal care. Residents are viewed as individually unique, working closely with caregivers to meet the full spectrum of individual needs. Established in 1914, we take pride in evolving and leading the way to Long Term Care, Home Care and Memory Care.

THE SUMMIT at FIRST HILL  •  (206) 652-4444 1200 University Street, Seattle  Independent and Assisted Living community just steps from downtown shopping, Pacific Lutheran green spaces and the finest medical facilities. Residents thrive in a dynamic, enriched lifestyle embracing Jewish culture and traditions. Elegantly appointed apartments, comfort and luxury make it easy for seniors to “age in place” and enjoy amenities of Singing Birds.  Memory support now available.

HOME CARE  •  (206) 813-9390  Home care's Light Touch personal care. Home care is caring, trained, bonded, insured and supervised. Wide range of non-medical support. Workers are carefully screened, trained, bonded, insured and supervised. Home comfort, confidence, companionship and care.

HOME HEALTH  •  (206) 813-9390  Home health brings Kline Galland to residences throughout King County – 7-day access to a live senior health advocate.

THE SECOND CENTURY OF KLINE GALLAND CARE

by JEFF CORIN, CEO

Kline Galland has been a Service in the Greater Seattle senior care community for 105 years. To put that perspective, consider this – 1914 was when World War I consumed Europe, the Panama Canal opened to traffic and, yes, baseball legend Babe Ruth made his major league debut.

And here we are, now in our second century of care. As Kline Galland thrives and evolves, we respond to the needs of our community from across the state. Currently, 40 facilities of all types exist in our Network of the Second Century in the state and we are saddened for those members whose facilities have closed in the past 15 months alone. We are saddened for those communities, yet we are also deeply grateful that Kline Galland continues to be in unprecedented demand. We are in this position because of the great care delivered by loving staff, a diversified array of developing services and facilities, and the responsible management by generations of community leaders and volunteers. Our Behold Center is the largest in Washington. Our Community Based Services bring Kline Galland to residences throughout King County – home care, palliative care and hospice. State-of-the-art Services bring Kline Galland to residences throughout King County.

In closing

Jeannine Weingarten

Be sure to visit our new website at www.KlineGalland.org

A CANDID CHAT WITH

Marianne Weingarten

IN CLOSING

Marianne: I’ve basically just transferred my old home to here. It’s comfortable and familiar. I feel secure, and I feel safe. I’m in a very nice group of people. The building is so lovely and so peaceful. It really includes the group, I care giving crew and the Summit is a very good place for that.

Tom: We have been working more to make this move so that, if I were worried about her being alone in her home with the stairs, I think this was really a good move. She enjoys living here with these people. It makes a big difference. She enjoys living with the people here. There are plenty of activities, there’s a beautiful view to walk, a great view, a lot of it, of course, there’s a really good staff.

Sarah: Mum’s place here all the Summit is very easy. She was actually able to come everything here that she had in the main floor of the house in Magnolia. It’s comfortable and just looks at all the view, she has a place for her orchids.

Susan: My partner here all the Summit is very easy. She was actually able to come everything here that she had in the main floor of the house in Magnolia. It’s comfortable and just looks at all the view, she has a place for her orchids.

Marianne: I’ve been urging Mom to make this move for a while. I was nervous about her being alone in the house and with the stairs and I think this was really a good move. The transition has been very comfortable. She enjoys living here with these people. There are plenty of activities, there’s a beautiful view to walk, a great view, a lot of it, of course, there’s a really good staff.
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Tom and Susan, we were amazed to learn of the Marianne Weingarten. We learned in a recent business chat, there are not many individuals like her who officially emigrated from Germany to rent rooms … and that we did. To the best of my knowledge, I am the only person who officially emigrated from Germany twice.

In early 1941, Morty Weingarten, a young man born and raised in North Dakota, came to town. He had an exit visa from Germany were able to get on the Trans-Siberian Railway for a year; then I worked four or five years for the Washington Émigré Bureau helping my father was here already. Dr. Paul Barnass, a cousin of my mother’s and a dear friend, permitted to take currency out of the country. To the best of my knowledge, I am the only person who officially emigrated from Germany twice.

Marianne: THE MAN FROM NORTH DAKOTA

The Atlantic anymore. They had to go through Russia and Siberia to Japan. There would be wonderful person to have around. One thing led to another. Because of a threat to relocate German emigrants, my father was here already. Dr. Paul Barnass, a cousin of my mother’s and a dear friend, permitted to take currency out of the country. To the best of my knowledge, I am the only person who officially emigrated from Germany twice.

In early 1941, Morty Weingarten, a young man born and raised in North Dakota, came to town. He had an exit visa from Germany were able to get on the Trans-Siberian Railway for a year; then I worked four or five years for the Washington Émigré Bureau helping my father was here already. Dr. Paul Barnass, a cousin of my mother’s and a dear friend, permitted to take currency out of the country. To the best of my knowledge, I am the only person who officially emigrated from Germany twice.
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